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This exquisite book-length poem based closely on history and set in colonial Brazil, recounts the destruction of Palmares, the last of seven fugitive slave. A Spiritual Journey: Gayl Jones's Song for Anninho - JSTOR Salvage Work: U.S. and Caribbean Literatures Amid the Debris of - Google Books Result
Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. 30 Apr 2000. Amid the flight and reenslavement of its inhabitants emerges the love story of Anninho and Almeyda, former African slaves. Song for Anninho Gayl Jones - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Song for Anninho 1981 is Gayl Jones's tribute to the memory of Palmares, a seventeenth-century African state located in the Barriga Mountains between. Stelamaris Coser: Bridging the Americas - Temple University
30 Apr 2000. Song for Anninho has 17 ratings and 1 review. This exquisite book-length poem is set in colonial Brazil, following the destruction of Palmares.
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SUMMARY. This exquisite book-length poem based closely on history and set in colonial Brazil, recounts the destruction of Palmares, the last of seven fugitive. Gayl Jones's Corregidora and Song For Anninho: Historical. of its inhabitants emerges the love story of Anninho and Almeyda, former African slaves. Song for Anninho offers readers some of Gayl Jones's very best verse.
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In Song for Anninho, her earlier narrative poem about the destruction of the original Palmares in 1695, Jones has the narrator Almeyda recall how hearing her grandmother's story affected her sense of the connection between them. Hearing that she is "the granddaughter / of an African" and has therefore "inherited a way of being," Almeyda feels her grandmother's "words and memories / and fears and the tenderness" run through her "like blood." Song for Anninho (1981), a long narrative poem, covers new ground. Situated in 17th-century Brazil, the poem tells the story of Almeyda, the narrator, and her husband Anninho, who are residents of Palmares, a historical settlement by fugitive slaves, when it is overrun by Portuguese soldiers, separating husband and wife. Though Almeyda can only find her husband through memory and through art once they are separated, the poem focuses on desire as a positive theme, and it shows the possibility of love.[9].